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SUJMARY

Cotton linters, which were once considered a nuisance, in recent
years in the United States have had an annua] value of approximately
k8 million dollars. Rapid improvements in processing and the growth
of the nitrocellulose and other consuming industries have brought about
this change.

Early attempts at evaluating quality of linters were made by use of
private types; however, these private types did not necessarily corres-
pond to each other and such types varied from time to time. The need
for standards for linters became more urgent and a study was made at
the request of the linters trade. As a result of this study, the
official standards for cotton linters were established in 1926.

The 1926 standards were composed of 7 physical grades and 1
descriptive grade for hull fiber. The character of Southeastern, South
Central and Southwestern qualities were represented. The standards
were based on staple, character, color and foreign matter.

As the only recognized universal means for describing quality, the
standards proved valuable in production control and marketing. However,
since oil mill processing methods changed considerably in the next 25
years, by 1950 the standards no longer accurately represented qualities
being produced.

A survey of the industry in 1952 indicated that: (l) standards
should be based on flue type linters; (2) physical standards should be
properly graduated for foreign matter, with provision for indicating
foreigh matter in excess of that represented in the standards; (3)
physical standards should represent felting grades only; {k) overlapping
of grades should be eliminated; (5) standards should be made available
for grade and staple with these factors reported separately; (6) Far
Western qualities should be included in the standards; (7) descriptive
terms, rather than sectional designations, should be used for character;
and (8) new standards should employ the general structure and techniques
used in the 1926 standards as nearly as possible, since they had proven
generally satisfactory and were well known.

On the basis of this survey and methods which were developed for
measuring the quality factors in linters, proposed flue type standards
were presented to a representative industry conference in 1955* These
standards were accepted by the industry group with slight modification
and were promulgated to become effective in July 1956. At that time
the industry group assisted in selection of staple types which were
promulgated to become effective as standards a year later.
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The new standards consist of 7 physical grades and staples to
represent felting linters and one descriptive grade and staple for
lower qualities. The grade standards were based on color measurements
of the 3 previous crop years, while the staple standards were "based

on fiber length distribution and resistance -to-separation measurements,

Further studies of the staple standards indicate that Staples 5
and 6 are practically the same, indicating that Staple 6 might be
eliminated or that some readjustment of the level of the other staple
standards might be desirable.
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THE STANDARDIZATION OF COTTON LINTERS

By Marion E. Whitten and Henry R. Webb l/

INTRODUCTION

Cotton linters, the short fuzz or fibers remaining on cottonseed
after the lint has been removed by the gin, have represented, since
1910, from 2 percent to 25 percent of the total value of products
obtained in the milling of cottonseed. The average annual production
of linters in the United States has been approximately one and one-half
million bales during the past few years. The average annua] value of
linters products during the five-year period of 1952-1956 was approx-
imately ^8 million dollars.

Linters were once considered a nuisance since they interfered with
efficient milling of cottonseed; however, rapid improvements in the
delinting process have enabled processors to remove practically all of
the fibers from the seed. Over a period of years significant changes
have occurred in the varieties and linters content of cottonseed and
in the methods of producing, harvesting and ginning cotton, all of
which have affected the quantity, quality and appearance of the linters
produced

.

As the quantity of linters increased, uses for linters also
increased. Early uses for linters included padding, stuffing and
twines. Consumption greatly increased with the expansion of the nitro-
cellulose industry. Later use of linters in synthetics such as rayon,
plastics and similar products also increased the demand. Large quanti-
ties of linters are also used in bedding, furniture, automobiles,
battery boxes, and other products.

METHODS OF EVALUATING QUALITY

Early attempts at classifying linters according to quality were
made by some of the larger groups of cottonseed oil mill3. These mills
developed their own private types, representing qualities which they
usually produced. Private types of one organization did not necessarily
correspond to those of another organization and such types varied from
time to time. However, private types are still used and are generally
familiar to the linters trade. Likewise, over a period of years, members
of the linters trade have become familiar with qualities represented in
the official u. S. Department of Agriculture linters standards, since
their formulation in 1926, and quite generally have relied on the
standards for evaluating and discussing qualities.

l/ Cotton Technologist, Marketing Research Division and Marketing
Specialist, Cotton Division, respectively.
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As in the case of many agricultural commodities, linters are often
purchased and sold according to the buyer's or seller's own conception
of quality. The accuracy or thoroughness of such classification is
problematical, since accuracy in appraising quality requires frequent
reference to some authentic guide, such as official linters standards or
private types. It is a common practice for buyer and seller to think of
and discuss qualities in terms of the official linters standards,
although bargaining and final settlement may be on the basis of actual
inspection of lots offered. Description of qualities, without inspec-
tion, is in less common usage as a means of quality determination in
trading. The quality of linters used for chemical purposes is usually
ascertained by chemical analysis for cellulose content as well as visual
inspection for type and amount of foreign matter.

The need for a standard measure of quality for cotton linters
became increasingly apparent with growth in the oil milling and manu-
facturing industries. At the termination of World War 1, the War
Industries Board requested the U. S. Department of Agriculture to develop
standard grades for use in disposing of the large amount of linters
accumulated during the War. Studies were undertaken and four tentative
grades were proposed. In the meantime interest in grading standards
subsided since the large stocks had been disposed of and the subsequent
cotton crop was smn.ll.

As production and demand for linters continued to increase, the
need for uniform standards became more urgent. In 192U the Interstate
Cottonseed Crushers Association requested the U. S. Department of
Agriculture to develop standards for cotton linters. With the assistance
of representative crushers, dealers, and converters, and under the
leadership of G. S. Meloy, a thorough study was made of existing private
types and other means of evaluating quality. The original standard
grades were a direct result of this work. Much credit is due the
industry committees in the preparation and establishment of the original
grades. After indorsement by the Interstate Cottonseed Crushers
Association, the Better Bedding Alliance, and the American Cotton Linter
Association, official standards for cotton linters were established by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture in August 1926. Grades for color
of linters were added in 1927*

A Board of Cotton Linters Examiners was established in Washington
in 1928 with authority to certify the grade and character of such
samples and bales of linters as might be submitted. Provision was

also made for the licensing of qualified persons to grade and classify
linters

.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE 1926 LINTERS STANDARDS

The Official Linters Standards established in 1926 were composed
of seven physical grades and one descriptive grade for hull fiber. Each
grade consisted of a box of 12 condenser type linters placed in three
horizontal rows of four samples each. The arrangement of the samples
in each of the boxes is shown in Figure 1. The samples representing
each grade are referred to by number; as indicated.

The upper tier, samples 1, 2, 3 and k, in each grade was composed
of and represented the standardized character of Southeastern linters.
The middle tier, samples 5> 6, 7 and 8, in each grade represented
character of Valley linters. The bottom tier, samples 9, 10, 11 and
12, represented the character of Western (Texas-Oklahoma) linters.
(California-Arizona character linters were not represented).

In each box of linters standards, the vertical row of samples on
the left had a greater proportion of long fibers and each subsequent
row from left to right contained a decrease in proportion of long fibers
in relation to short fibers. The standards employed an overlapping
technique in which the vertical rows of samples on the right in a
higher grade were equal in quality to the vertical row of samples on
the left in the next lower grade. That is; samples h, 8 and 12 of the
higher grade and samples 1, 5 and 9 of the lower grade were equal in
quality.

The standards were based chiefly on four factors which influenced
quality: staple, character, color and foreign matter. Staple referred
to the proportion of long flaccid fibers to the short colored fibers.
Character was determined by three elements: marl mum length and uniform-
ity of length of the long fibers, resiliency of the mass of fibers as
a whole, and smoothness or neppiness of the fibers. Linters of Western
character were harsh, resilient, usually neppy and relatively short and
regular in length. Valley character linters were moderately smooth but
sometimes neppy, of soft mass structure and relatively long but irregular
in length. Southeastern character indicated soft, smooth linters and
little neppiness, with long fibers, intermediate in length between those
of Valley and Western character, and uniform in length. Character as
well as color and nature of foreign matter varied according to geographic
section of production. Colors of the linters varied from what was called
olive to buff but were often described by the trade as green, reddish
and cream. Foreign matter consisted of broken leaves, motes, dirt,
sticks and fragments of burs or halls.

Hull fiber consisted of short fibers recovered from cottonseed hulls
after decortication. Such fibers were usually broken or cut and could
not be put up in permanent physical form as were the other grades of
linters. Hull fiber was designated as the fiber below that shown in
Grade 7 of the linters standards.
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1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12

GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12 9 10 11 12

GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

GRADE 7

Figure 1.— The 1926 United States Cotton Linters Standards

In the Standards:
Sample k is the same as sample 1 in the next lower grade.

Sample 8 is the same as sample 5 in the' next lower grade.

Sample 12 is the same as sample 9 in the next lower grade,
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Relation of Standards to Quality of Production

Oil mill processing methods changed considerably in the 25 years
after the standards were promulgated and methods of delinting changed
to such an extent that the resulting linters did not have the same
appearance as indicated by the standards. An appraisal of the 1926
linters standards was, therefore, desirable.

An appraisal of the official standards for linters should include
opinions of the linters trade as to whether the existing standards
adequately represent qualities of linters currently produced. By 1950
such an appraisal was particularly desirable in view of the changes
in methods of production and in the uses of linters which had taken
place since the standards were established. A survey, was, therefore,
made on the need for changes in the cotton linters standards.

By 1951 the 1926 official standards for cotton linters did not
accurately represent qualities being produced in the opinion of oil
mill operators, dealers and brokers, and converters who handled 88
percent or more of the linters (Table l). Opinions as to why the
standards were not representative were based principally on the fact
that a large proportion of linters were produced by the flue-beater
process, whereas "the standards were made from the condenser type linters,
the type produced at the time the standards were formulated. A number
of other reasons were also given in support of nonrepresentativeness of
the standards, such as improper treatment of foreign matter and color
and the need for including samples in the standards to represent the
bright and harsh type of linters produced in the irrigated land of the
west.

Oil mill operators and converters accounting for only k percent of
the linters marketed reported that the standards were representative of
the quality being produced. Members of the trade accounting for less
than 10 percent of the linters handled did not give an opinion on this
item, of"Gen seating -chat they were not sufficiently familiar with the
standards.

Methods of Evaluating Quality Control in Production

In order to maintain consistency of quality in production or to
produce qualities which offer most advantageous price or market outlets,

some system of control or check on quality is generally used by oil mills
in producing linters. In the 1951-52 season, quality control was used
on 70 percent of the linters produced (Table 2) . At mills where no
types of standards were used in quality production control it was rather
a common practice to make frequent visual inspections as a check on
qualities being produced.
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Table 1. —Opinions on the adequacy of the official linters standards
expressed by oil mill operators, dealers, and converters, during the
1951-52 season, in relation to the proportion of linters handled by them.

: Percent of
expressing

production handled by those
opinions

Opinion : Oil mill
j

operators
; Dealers Converters

Standards represent current :

Percent

: k :

88 !

8

Percent

:

97
: 3

Percent

I k
Standards do not represent

' 93
: 3

Total : 100 100 100

Table 2.—Percent of linters produced by oil mills in the United States
(1951-52) under quality control.

Official Standards Private Types
: Cellulose
Determinations l/

;

No Quality
Control

^3 :

! 18 : 9 30

l/ This method used on linters sold for chemical uses, and usually
included visual inspection to determine type and amount of foreign
matter

.

The official standards were used as a guide in controlling quality
of U3 percent of the linters produced in 1952-52. This included checking
of qualities produced by a licensed classifier or others with a set of
standards at the mill or group-mill headquarters. Private linters types
were used in controlling the quality of 18 percent of the linters in
production. The more widely known private types are similar to the
official standards in many respects.

The quality of second cut linters sold as chemical linters was
usually based on the cellulose content as determined by chemical analysis
and upon a visual inspection to determine type and amount of foreign
matter. This method of quality control was used in connection with 9
percent of total linters production. This does not include cellulose
determinations in sales.
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Evaluation of Quality in Marketing Transactions

In actual trading practices, noted differences occurred in methods
used for determining quality of the two principle types of linters --

felting and chemical. This is due to differences in the nature of the
two types and in manufacturing requirements. To converters purchasing
linters for felting purposes, such quality items as length of fibers,
drag effect (ability of fibers to hold together), character, color, and
foreign matter are of primary consideration. These quality items, in
the opinion of many, can be determined only by actual inspection. On
the other hand manufacturers of linters pulp are interested in cellulose
content and prefer shorter length of fibers and freedom from foreign
matter, particularly shale.

Inspection of bales was the basis of quality determination used in
final settlement on 78 percent of the felting-type linters (Table 3)«
(Linters may have been graded; however, the grade was used only to
supplement the inspection of bales.) The inspection usually consisted
of appraisal of samples from a portion rather than from all of the bales
in a particular lot. A verbal description of qualities involved was
usually made at the time of sales agreement, with final acceptance based
on inspection by the buyer at the time of delivery. More equitable
trading might be brought about by basing sales agreements on settlement
contracts which provide for evaluation of quality according to an
impartial standard.

Table 3-- Proportions of felting-type and chemical-type linters marketed
according to specified methods of quality evaluations, United States,
season 1951-52.

Method of quality
evaluation

Felting-type
linters

Marketed

: Chemical-type
: linters

Marketed

Official standards • . .

:

Private types
Inspection of bales :

Description of type
Cellulose content l/

Percent

12 :

8
78
2

Percent

1
; 1
: k

9h

Total : 100 100

l/ Usually includes inspection of bales.

The official linters standards served as a basis of quality eval-

uation in final settlement of 12 percent of the felting-type linters.
In addition, the standards were frequently referred to in describing
quality, in preliminary sales agreements, and in discussing qualities
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during settlement, although final acceptance may have been on the basis
of inspection. Classifications made according to the standards by the
Board of Cotton Linters Examiners, licensed classifiers, and others were
beneficial as quality guides in marketing.

Private linters types served as the basis of quality determination
in the marketing of 8 percent of the felting-type linters. About 2
percent of felting linters were marketed according to a verbal or
written description of the type or quality involved. Descriptions
included identification of items such as type or cut, mills producing
the linters, the area of production, description of particular quality
items, comparison with qualities of previous lots sold, and classifi-
cations according to the standards.

Domestic manufacturers of cellulose pulp from linters adhered
strictly to cellulose content of the linters as the basis of quality on
which purchases were made. Usually transactions between sellers and
chemical converters consisted of preliminary acceptance on the basis of
inspection for amount and kind of foreign matter, or on the basis of
description, with final settlement on cellulose content.

Chemical-type linters are also utilized in production of battery
boxes, padding and other products. To manufacturers of these products,
items other than cellulose content, such as length of fibers and foreign
matter, are of primary consideration in appraising quality of the linters
to be used. Approximately k percent of the chemical type linters were
marketed on the basis of inspection of bales. The official linters
standards and private linters type each served as the basis for quality
determination of 1 percent of the chemical-type linters.

Other uses of the Standards

The official linters standards were employed to some extent other
than production, quality control and marketing transactions. Specific
mention was made by 38 percent of the dealers and brokers and 6 percent
of the converters that they used the standards as a spot check on
estimated qualities (Table k.) In such instances, the determination of
the quality in a particular lot of the linters was usually made first
by evaluation based on general knowledge of qualities expected, or by
general check of such qualities according to a customary method, with
a late spot check of qualities involved by the use of standards.

Another direct use of the standards consisted of checking qualities
which were doubtful or uncertain. As many as 28 percent of the dealers
and 18 percent of the converters mentioned that they had utilized the
standards for this purpose. The standards were particularly useful to
10 percent of the dealers and 16 percent of the converters as a common
basis of discussing and describing qualities of linters being traded.

About 7 percent of the converters mentioned that they had relied on the



on the standards as an authentic guide in measuring quality when arbi-
trating disputes.

The official standards were used extensively in classifications
made by the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners of the United States
Department of Agriculture and the 138 linters classifiers licensed by
the Department after meeting specific requirements.

Table h.-~ Proportions of linters dealers and converters making designat-
ed uses of the official linters standards, United States, season 1951-52.

Uses made of standards 1/ by Converters

Random check on qualities
Check on qualities in doubt
As a basis for discussing qualities
Arbitration of disputed qualities

l/ Data on use of standards in purchases and sales is shown in
Table 7-

Frequency with which the Official Standards were used in 1951

Despite the ambiguity sometimes associated with adjective descript-
ions such terms provide a good indication of the extent to which the
standards were utilized. In 1951 approximately 15 percent of the oil
mill operators and 7 percent of the dealers and brokers considered that
they used the standards constantly (Table 5)« Another 36 percent, 19
percent and 11 percent of the oil mill operators, dealers and converters
respectively, stated that they used the standards frequently. Use of
the standards for occasional check of qualities handled was made by Ik
percent of the oil mill operators, 37 percent of the dealers and brokers
and 10 percent of the converters. Approximately 10 percent of those
contacted in the linters trade stated that the usage of standards should
be considered as "seldom". About 26 percent of the oil mill operators
and 27 percent of the dealers and 67 percent of the converters stated
that they did not make use of the standards during the 1951-52 season.

Opinions on Needed Modifications of the Standards

Method of Preparing Flue-type Standards

In developing standard grades for the flue -type linters in 1952 it
was considered desirable to employ, as nearly as possible, the general
structure and techniques used in the condenser-type standards since
they had proven generally satisfactory and were well known by the linters
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trade through 25 years of use. In this manner some degree of compar-
ability between the two types could be provided, a feature which some
members of the linters trade indicated was necessary.

Table 5* — Frequency with which the official linters standards were used
by oil mill operators, linters dealers and converters in the United
States, season 1951-52.

Frequency of use
of the standards

by Oil Mill
: Operators

: by Dealers
, and brokers :

by Converters

Percent

15
36
lb

9
26

Percent ;

: 7 :

' 19
: 37 :

10

Percent

11
10

27 67
100 100 : 100

It was suggested that similarity between flue-type and condenser-
type standards with respect to factors on which quality was based,
particularly blends of long and short fibers, could be obtained only
if the flue -type standards were made from condenser linters which had
been altered to resemble flue -type linters. A method proposed for alter-
ing condenser linters to resemble flue types was the willowing or beat-
ing of condenser linters in a small drum. The closed drum would prevent
loss of short fibers and foreign material.

Opinions were obtained from the linters trade regarding the feasi-
bility of such a proposal. Oil mill operators, linters brokers and
dealers, and converters who handled 90 percent or more of the linters
expressed the opinion that flue -type standards should be made directly
from flue linters actually produced by oil mills rather than from
willower condenser linters (Table 6).

The most prevalent contention in support of using actual production
of flue-type linters was that willowed condenser linters would not
accurately represent the qualities of the majority of linters being
produced and marketed; also that standards for a commodity should be
made of the same materials for which they serve as a guide in determining
quality. The feeling prevailed that there wa6 not sufficient need for
comparability between flue and condenser standards since an estimated
nine-tenths of the linters produced were flue-type.
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Table 6.— Desires of oil mill operators, dealers and converters, during
the 1951-52 season, as to the nature of materials to be used in Cotton
Linters Standards.

Materials desired for Proportion of linters handled by
use in flue-type
standards

: Oil Mill
Operators Dealers Converters

: Percent

I 89
: 5

6

Percent

89
: 9

2

Percent

97

3
Total 100 100 100

Foreign Material Content of Official Standards

Foreign material content has received increasing attention in the
evaluations of quality and value of linters. Rougher methods of harvest-
ing cotton and increased recoveries of linters at oil mills have result-
ed in increased foreign material in linters, especially in second cuts.

The increased use of linters for producing cellulose pulp has also
focused more attention on certain types of foreign material. Foreign
material in each grade box of the standards was of the type that was
usually contained in linters produced in each of the three sections of
the Cotton Belt at the time the standards were established. Also foreign
material in the standards was considered to be in an amount that was
found in linters from prime seed and which were carefully cut or produced.
Linters were designated as "off grade" if they contained foreign material
in excess of that amount contained in the established grades. Classi-
fications often denoted, unofficially, if the trash content was present
in slight or excess amounts, thus showing an attempt to better describe
quality.

The official standards should include physical standards for
gradations of foreign matter content in the opinion of oil mill operators
dealers and brokers, and converters who handled 6k percent or more of the
linters in 1951-52 (Table 7). Oil mill operators and converters who
handled about 15 percent of the linters and dealers and brokers who
handled 31*- percent of the linters preferred descriptive standards for
gradations in foreign matter.

Standards for Chemical Type Linters

In actual practice, the quality of linters used in producing
chemical cellulose was usually based on the cellulose content as deter-
mined by chemical analysis and of foreign matter content determined by
physical inspection and often by additional chemical analysis. The 1926
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linters standards did not provide for determination of cellulose content
or for types and amounts of foreign matter and, as a result, contained
limited means of evaluating quality of linters used as a source of
cellulose. Opinions were obtained from various segments of the linters
trade concerning the nature of standards needed for chemical type
linters

.

Table 1. — Opinions of oil mill operators, dealers, and converters,
season of 1951-52, on the need for including foreign matter content
in linters standards.

Opinion
Percent of linters handled by those
expressing opinions

Oil Mill
Operators Dealers 1 Converters

Include physical standards
for gradations of foreign

Percent

73

15
12

Percent

: 3^ :

2

Percent

77

17
6

Include descriptive standards :

for gradations of foreign :

Total 100 100 100

A cellulose standard was deemed necessary by chemical converters
who processed 77 percent of the linters used for cellulose in the
1951-52 season (Table 8). Oil mill operators who handled a majority
of the linters of that type indicated that standards for chemical linters
should incorporate requirements for cellulose content as well as the
present type of physical standards. .Members of the linters trade who
handled 20 percent or less of the linters had a preference for neither
cellulose nor physical standards, often stating that trade practices
in judging quality of chemical type linters were quite adequate and
changes were not needed in the standards for chemical grades. A few
respondents offered no opinion, stating that they were not sufficiently
familiar with the needs for quality determinations on chemical linters.

Foreign matter is a particularly important consideration in judging
quality of linters to be used as a source of cellulose since some types
of foreign matter are exceedingly difficult to remove from linters in
processing and may render the chemical cellulose unsuitable for use in

certain end products.
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All of the principal chemical converters, as well as oil mill
operators, dealers and brokers, handling about two-thirds of the linters
expressed the opinion that there was need for official methods in deter-
mining type and amount of foreign material in linters use for chemical
purposes.

Table 8.-- Need for foreign matter standards for chemical type linters
as expressed by oil mill operators, dealers, and converters, season
1951-52.

Need for forej

standards for
Lgn matter
chemical

: Proportion of linters handled by those
: expressing opinions.

type linters Oil l^ill

: Operators : Dealers Converters
: Fercent

68
: 22
: 10

Percent
: 63

27
10

Percent
: 100
:

s 100 100 100

Recommendations for Modifying Standards

In general recommendations from all sources indicated that: (l)

the standards should be based on flue -type linters; (2) physical standards
should be properly graduated for foreign matter content with provision
for indicating foreign material content in excess of that represented in
the standard grades; (3) the physical standards should represent felting
grade linters only, with descriptive standards for chemical grade; (U)

overlapping of grades should be eliminated and variation between grades
should be increased slightly over that represented in the subgrades;

(5) standards should be made available for both grade and staple with
these two factors reported separately; (6) Far West quality should be
included in the standards; and (7) descriptive terms, rather than
sectional designations, should be used to identify character.

DEVELOPMENT OF REVISED LINTERS STANDARDS

Scientific Basis for New Standards

With the 1951-52 survey and other information as a guide, work was
begun on the development of revised standards for linters. Further
study of the standardization and grading of cotton linters was made in

order to provide the technical basis for specific structural details in

revised standards. It was desired that ranges in quality be established
by the use of scientific instruments as accurate and precise guides in

the development of standards which would meet current needs as indicated
by the linters trade and for checking subsequent copies of the standards.
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Preliminary measurements were made in 1951 on the color of copies
of cotton linters standards then current and on a limited number of
quality survey samples of that season. The measurements for which the
Hunter Color Difference Meter was used, made it clear that the color
pattern of linters samples was closely connected with their grade
pattern. Measurements were in terms of three color factors; reflectance
(Rd), red-green (+a), and yellow-blue ( +b) . A study of the results
showed that the hue of linters remained relatively constant throughout
the range of grades (as it does also in cotton color measurements).
Therefore, it became possible to make evaluations of linters color on
the Nickerson-Hunter Cotton Colorimeter, an automatic device developed
in 1950 and used since then in preparation of standards for grade of
lint cotton.

Up to this time the grade standards for linters in effect since
1926, with slight revisions in 1928, had been of the condenser type
which had a smooth surface. In 195*+ & tentative color diagram was
prepared based en measurements of the standards (condenser type adopted
July "J, 1925 } effective 1926), on sets of standards (condenser type) in
current use, and on the range of color shown by samples of linters
(beater type) in a survey of the 1953-5*+ crop. Figure 2 shows a tent-
ative color diagram based on these standards, which includes 195*+ data
for the original 1926 standards. The dotted lines indicate the color
range of linters shown by the 1953-5*+ crop survey. As this figure
indicates the original 1926 standards—which represented southeast,
valley, and southwest linters only—had "become considerably yellower
by 195*+ than the average color range of current crops, and the reflect-
ance measurements for the lower grades were higher than expected
(probably because dirt and trash had settled below the surface). The
crop seems to follow a color curve directed toward the fiber color in
the high grades, and toward the hull color in the low grades.

About 50 sets of these measured condenser tupe standards were
passed at a conference held July 20, 195*+' It should be noted that no
samples in these early standards represent the white side of the crop
from the Western area.

Revised Grade Standards Prepared

At a conference held May 9, 1955 > in Washington, sets of condenser
type standards were again inspected. These were approved against the

key sets illustrated in Figure 3«

At this same conference new standards for flue or beater type
linters were proposed, based on crop surveys such as the one shown in
Figure k for 195*4-55 . Nine grades were presented to represent felting
type linters. After these grades were thoroughly worked over by a group
representing major segments of the linters industry, it was recommended
that proposed grades 6 and 8 be omitted. This left seven grades to
represent the grades of felting linters covered in the old grades by
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Tentative Color Diagram
for Cotton Linte rs - U. s. Standards

10/12/53

Hunter's +b: Increasing degree of yellowness for 10YR

Figure 2.— Color measurements in 195^ of the Original 1926 Standards,
These are shown in contrast to the dashed lines which indicate the
color range of linters in the 1953-5^ crop survey.
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Hunter's +t>: Increasing degree of yellowness for 10YR

Figure 3.-- Color of key set of linters standards (condenser type)

against which "boxes were passed at the May 9, 1955 conference.
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Tentative Color Diagram

for Cotton Linters - U. S. Standards

10/12/53

Hunter's +b: Increasing degree of yellowness for 10YR

Figure k.-- Color of Original set of Standards for Grades of United

States Cotton Linters (flue type) adopted May 1955, effective 1956,

shown against the color diagram for the old standards, demonstrating

how the color range of the new standards covers the range in the old

standards from about 1 Middle through 5 Low. The range of color in

the 195^-55 crop is indicated by the dashed lines.
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grades One Middle to Five Low (figure 5)« In the new grades the old
6 and 7 grades were designated as "chemical grades", and were made
descriptive

.

Following the Washington conference, public meetings were held in
Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis, Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, Cincinnati,
and New York to exhibit and discuss these proposed standards.

Structure of Revised Grade Standards

The revised grade standards consist of 7 physical grades, numbered
grade 1 through grade 7 and a descriptive grade for linters lower in
grade and designated as "Chemical" grade. Each physical grade is rep-
resented by 6 samples arranged in 2 horizontal rows of 3 samples each,
which show the proper range of color and trash for that grade. The
samples are numbered 1 through 6 from left to right and top to bottom.
In every grade, sample 1 represents Far Western linters; samples 2 and
5 represent South Central or Valley linters; samples 3 and 6 represent
Southwestern linters; and sample k represents Southeastern linters.
This arrangement of samples provides an increasing degree of yellowness
in each grade box from left to right. This was found necessary to
prevent misleading contrast between adjacent samples that differ in

this factor to a considerable extent.

Revised Grade Standards Promulgated

Since one year's notice is required before a change in standards
becomes effective, these new standards, adopted in 1955 > were promulgated
to become effective in 195&.

In June 1956 a representative group from the linters industry
again met to examine and approve or reject additional sets of the
linters stfl.ncia.rds approved in 1955- The color diagram based on these
new standards, adopted at that time and used since then, is shown in
figure 6. Color measurements are shown on the same diagram for each
sample in the original set of 7 standards boxes. The range of color
for current crops is indicated by dotted lines.

The group meeting in this conference assisted also in the selection
and approval of staple types. These were promulgated to become effect-

July 1957-
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1926 STANDARDS

HIGH

MIDDLE

ILOW

2 HIGH

2 MIDDLE

2 LOW

3 HIGH

3 MIDDLE

3 LOW

4 HIGH

4 MIDDLE

4 LOW

5 HIGH

5 MIDDLE

5 LOW

6 HIGH

6 MIDDLE

6 LOW

7 HIGH

7 MIDDLE

7 LOW

HULL FIBER

1956 STANDARDS

*

GRADE I STAPLE I

GRADE 2 STAPLE 2

GRADE3 STAPLE

3

GRADE 4 STAPLE 4

GRADE 5 STAPLE 5

GRADE 6 STAPLE 6

*

GRADE 7 STAPLE 7

GRADE- CHEMICAL

* Qualities inthe 1926 Standards for which no

corresponding quality is shown in the 1956
Stondords were eliminated in revision. Samples

falling between grades of the new standards

will be designated as the next lower grade.

Figure 5-~Approximate corresponding qualities in the 1926 and 1956 Official

United States Standards for Cotton Linters.
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Figure 6.-- Color diagram now in use, based on the standards for linters
adopted in 1955 > effective 1956. There are 7 grades, each represent-
ed by a box containing 6 samples that represent linters from k areas

-

Southeast, South Central (Valley), Southwest and West. The color
range of current crops is indicated by the dashed lines.
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Further Development of Scientific Means of Measurement

The use of the Nickerson-Hunter Colorimeter filled the need for a
scientific measurement of color. There was still need, however, for
accurate scientific measurement of the staple of cotton linters.

The term "staple" refers to the length distribution of fibers in
cotton linters and their resistance to separation. It was therefore
necessary to find or develop means for determining both values.

Several means are used to evaluate the length distribution of
fibers in cotton linters. The length array of fibers, by means of the
Suter-Webb Sorter, may be used for this evaluation, but it is a tedious
and time consuming operation. The fibrograph provides a measure of the
fibers that are l/k inch and longer in a specimen of constant weight.
The weight loss resulting from a Shirley Analyzer determination (which
removes foreign material and all fibers of one quarter inch and less)
correlates very well with the average fiber length of the linters.

There was also need for a means to evaluate the resistance to
separation of the fibers, or the "drag", as it is sometimes known to
classifiers. By experimentation, it was found that uniform layers of
condenser linters could be carefully peeled from a condenser roll, cut
into small uniform squares, and tested for separation resistance.
Further investigation indicated that a 2-inch square of 1 gram weight,
when placed in jaws spaced 3A inch apart, and pulled apart on a Scott
LP^ Incline Plane Tester would give results which correlated very well
with the classifier's designation of staple value. Since separation
resistance is affected to an extent by character (soft to extra harsh
linters), as wellas by length distribution, this test is more useful
when used in conjunction with the length distribution determination.
In other words, an evaluation of the results of both the length dis-
tribution test and the separation resistance test indicates the staple
value.

It was found necessary to develop a means for converting beater or
flue linters into a state similar to condenser type linters for testing
separation resistance, since a uniform homogeneous mass is necessary
for this test. This was accomplished by redesigning a Carver Laboratory
Delinter, whereby beater or flue type linters were separated and blown
onto a six inch condenser as a thin batt - much in the same manner as
linters are collected on a condenser type delinter in an oil mill.
Further uniformity from sample to sample was attained by criss-crossing
thin layers of linters in building up the batt. The thickness of the
batt was controlled so that a 2-inch square would weigh 1 gram. The
batt was then pressed in a laboratory hydraulic press with sufficient
pressure tc "kill" the fibers; that is, to cause the fibers to lose
their normal resiliency or springiness and, therefore, resist being
pulled apart - much like samples which are taken directly from baled
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linters. This effect was obtained when the batt was placed under a
pressure of 375 pounds per square inch for a period of twenty minutes.
An increase in pressure and/or time the linters were subjected to
pressure, had no effect on the test results. Two-inch squares were then
cut from the felt. When these felted squares were pulled apart on the
incline plane tester, the results obtained were converted into weight
in grams necessary to pull a 1-gram 2-inch square specimen apart.

Staple Standards Promulgated

As previously stated, a working group frcm the linters industry
met in June 1956 to examine and reject or approve additional sets of
the revised standards and to assist in selecting and approving types
for the staple standards. Some preliminary measurements were made on
the types presented to the group, and the types selected by them for
promulgation as the official cotton linters standards for staple were
later analyzed for length index, mean length, and resistance to separ-
ation by use of the fibrograph, the length array, and the incline plane
tester. These values are shown in figures "J, 8, and 9«

Need for Seven Staple Standards

An examination of the length index, mean length, and resistance to
separation values of the seven staple standards discloses that all

values are practically the same for staples 5 and 6, and that there is

only a relatively small step from staple 5 to staple 7* This would seem
to indicate that either staple 6 could be eliminated or that some re-
adjustment of the level of the ether staple standards might be desirable.

Although the separation resistance of staples 3 and k are closer
to each other than other separation resistance values, excepting staples

5 and 6, the length distribution and mean length values for staples 3>
k, and 5) show fairly regular steps. Staple h would accordingly appear
to be fairly satisfactory. It must be realized that it is most difficult
to find a natural agricultural product which will meet theoretical
standards exactly at all values. This difficulty was recognized by the
industry working groups in their selection of the official standards for
staple

.

Method of Obtaining Material for Standards

After the oil mills have been processing fully matured seed (as

opposed to early or "green" seed which yield linters with a "greenish"
cast) the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners selects samples of linters
which appear to meet the specifications for the standards. These samples
are carefully checked on the Colorimeter for use in the grade standards
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and "by fibrograph (for length index) and incline Diane tester (for
resistance to separation) for use in the staple standards.

Types which meet the approval of the Board are then sent to
cooperating linters, dealers or oil mill classifiers in the area from
which the sample originated. These dealers or oil mill men, who
cooperate with the Board in this endeavor, attempt to match the type
at the oil mills in the area (or a designated mill when it is known
that -the exact quality was being produced at a certain mill)

.

Preparation of Linters for Standards

Those linters which meet the grade specifications are blended in
a Fort Worth Beater, in which the screen is replaced with solid metal.
For the grade standards, 130 to 150 grams of the material (depending
upon the density) are placed in a 5-inch by 6-l/2 inch box in a hydraulic
press at a pressure which will kill the resiliency of the fiber.
Normally 3 to k samples are pressed at the same time with cardboard
dividers "between each of the samples. The entire lot is then "tied out"
with wire and the baled samples remain under pressure several days
"before using. Under normal circumstances a number of lots of a specific
grade are baled and are stored for later use as needed.

Staple types are rolled in one-pound lots directly from the bale.
In this way the staple can be examined exactly as it comes from the bale.
This method was found to be more satisfactory than the blending used for
preparing grade boxes. Each staple package is classified by the Board
to be certain the type is correct. Fibrograph and incline plane tester
determinations are made on random samples of the prepared staple types
to check for uniformity.
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APPENDIX

Regulations Under The United States Cotton Standards
Act Applicable To United States Cotton Linters. 2/

Sec. 28.136 Applicability of other sections of regulations.
Insofar as applicable, and not inconsistent with sections 28.136-28.152,
the provisions of the foregoing subpart relating to cotton shall like-
wise apply to cotton linters.

Sec. 28.137 Boards of cotton linters exami ners. There shall be
located at Washington, D. C. and, when necessary in the opinion of the
Administrator, at any other point that he shall designate for the pur-
pose, a board of cotton linters examiners. The members of all such
boards and the chairman of each shall be designated by the Administrator.

Sec 28.138 Classification and comparison; requests memorandums
and certificates. For each lot or mark of linters which the applicant
desires classified or compared separately he shall make a separate
written request specifying which of the following forms of service is
desired. Only one request within a 30-day period shall be made by the
same owner for the classification or comparison of the same linters,
except a request for a review determination. If the applicant desires
that the samples be returned to him, at his expense, he must indicate
this in the request for classification or comparison. If the return of
samples is not requested they shall become the property of the Govern-
ment and shall be disposed of in accordance with law and applicable
regulations

.

(a) Form A determination. The classification or
comparison of samples of linters that have been freshly drawn by a
licensed classifier and submitted direct to a Board of Cotton Linters
Examiners without classification or further handling by such classifier.
Such classification shall be evidenced by a Form A memoramdum which
shall be subject to review as provided in section 28.1^6. Composite
samples composed of portions of linters drawn from more than one bale
are not eligible for Form A determinations.

2/ Revised effective July 1, 1956.
This is not a complete listing of the Regulations under the U. S.

Cotton Standards Act that apply to cotton linters and licensed cotton
linters classifiers. The listing does include the basic regulations
governing the classification of cotton linters.
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(b) Form C determination. The classification of "bales

of linters sampled under the supervision of an employee of the Department
of Agriculture. The classification in such cases shall be evidenced by
a Form C certificate which shall be subject to review as provided in
section 2S.lk6. Such certificate when it has been reviewed in accordance
with section 28.1^6 shall he deemed to be a final certificate as to the
classification shown, within the meaning of Section h of the Act (k-2

Stat. 1517; 7 U.S.C. 5*0.

(c) Form D determination. The classification or com-
parison of samples submitted for other than Form A or Form C determin-
ations. Such classification or comparison shall be evidenced by a Form
D memorandum which shall not be subject to review.

Sec. 28.139 Filing of requests. All requests for classification
or comparison leading to Form A memoranda, Form D memoranda, or Form C

certificates shall be filed with the secretary of the Board of Cotton
Linters Examiners at Washington, D. C, unless otherwise directed by
the Administrator.

Sec. 28.1^0 Samples: weight; drawing. Each sample submitted to
a Board of Cotton Linters Examiners shall weigh not less than 8 ounces;
shall be wrapped separately; shall contain a coupon or tag showing the
bale number or identity of bale from which drawn; and shall he drawn in
the following manner;

(a) Condenser system linters. Separate portions shall
be drawn from three different places in either head of the bale so as to
provide as representative sample as possible, each portion to be approx-
imately 6 by 8 inches in size. All portions of the bale sample shall be
placed in a single paper sack or wrapper together with an identifying
tag stub or other identification. The portions together shall constitute
the sample representing one bale.

(b) Flue and beater system linters. A sample of not less
than 8 ounces, consisting of equal portions drawn from two sides of a

bale, or from two shoulders of a bale, shall be drawn.

Sec. 28.1^1 Inspection of bales for special conditions. A licensed
classifier drawing samples for submission to a Board of Cotton Linters
Examiners for Form A classification or comparison 6hall inspect each bale
and shall specify on his sampler's certificate accompanying the samples
any conditions not fully indicated by the samples.

Sec. 28.1^2 Submission of samples. All samples submitted to a Board
of Cotton Linters Examiners for classification or comparison under this

subpart shall be delivered or sent to the secretary of the board with all

transportation charges incident thereto prepaid. All samples submitted

by a licensed linters classifier for Form A classification must have been
freshly drawn by such classifier, must be submitted direct to the board
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without classification or further handling, and must be accompanied "by

a sampler's certificate. Such certificate shall be on a form furnished
by the Agricultural Marketing Service for this purpose.

Sec. 28.1V3 Method of Classification. The classification of all
cotton linters samples shall be in accordance with the official cotton
linters standards of the United States and sections 2Q.lk3-2Q.lk3. The
grade, staple, and character of each sample shall be determined and
designated separately, together with any special conditions of the sample
or bale. The official staple guides (section 28.152) shall be used in
the practical determination of the staple classification of cotton
linters

.

Sec. 2Q.lkk Samples falling between grades or staples. In
classification, a sample which is determined to be between two adjacent
grades or between two adjacent staples shall be assigned the lower of
the two grades or two staples.

Sec. 28.1U5. Terms defined: linters classification. For the
purposes of classification of any cotton linters or comparison with a
type or other samples, the following terms shall be construed, respect-
ively, to mean:

(a) Grade

.

The term grade means the color and trash in
cotton linters.

(b) Staple

.

The staple normal for each grade as
illustrated in grades 1 through 7 (sections 28.201-28-207) and represent-
ed in official staple guides numbered 1 through 7 respectively shall be
deisgnated as staples 1, 2, 3* k, 5, 6, and 7 respectively.

(c) Character. The term character means the relative
harshness of linters. In linters classification, character shall be
described as follows: Soft (symbol S); Average (symbol A); Harsh
(symbol H); or Extra Harsh (symbol EH).

(d) Prime linters. Prime linters are cotton linters
which are equivalent in grade to the official grade standards and do
not show evidence of excess trash, physical deterioration, the presence
of objectionable odors, or other characteristics which prohibit its
description in terms of the official grade standards.

(e) Off grade linters. Cotton linters which show
evidence of physical deterioration, the presence of objectionable odors,
or other characteristics which prohibit its description in terms of the
official grade standards shall be designated as "Off Grade", and no
specific grade assigned.
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(f) Excess trash. Cotton linters that contain more
trash than is represented in the grades described in sections 28.201-
28r208 shall be assigned that grade to which it is equal in color and
further described by the term "Excess Trash." Such linters shall not
be considered as prime linters.

(g) Compound grades. Cotton linters which in grade
show a variation equal to that shown in any 2 or 3 adjacent grades of
those described in sections 28. 201-28.208 shall be designated by the
compound name of such grade.

(h) Compound staples . Cotton linters which in staple
show a variation equal to that shown in any 2 cr 3 adjacent staples of
those listed in section 28.209 shall be designated by the compound name
os such staples.

(i) Mixed packed grades . Cotton linters which in
grade show a variation greater than that shown in any 3 adjacent grades
of those described in sections 28. 201-28.208 shall be designated as
"Mixed Packed" for grade on classification certificates and memoranda
and the grades constituting the mixture shown.

(j) Mixed packed staples. Cotton linters which in
staple show a variation greater than that shown in any 3 adjacent staples
of those listed in section 28.209 shall be designated as "Mixed Packed"
for staple on classification certificates and memoranda and the staples
constituting the mixture shown.

(k) Weak staple. Cotton linters in which the strength
of staple is below that normally found in linters of otherwise comparable
staple shall be designated by the term "Weak" and no specific staple
assigned.

(l) Below 7 staple. Cotton linters which in staple
is below that illustrated in Grade 7 (section 28.207) shall be designated
as "Below 7" staple.

(m) False packed linters . Linters in a bale (l)

containing substances entirely foreign to linters; (2) containing damaged
linters in the interior with or without any indication of such damage
upon the exterior; (3) composed of good linters upon the exterior and
decidedly inferior linters in the interior, in such manner as not to be
detected by customary examination; or (k) containing motes, sweepings,
or hull fiber worked into the bale.

(n) Repacked linters. Linters that are composed of
factors', brokers', or other samples, or of loose or miscellaneous lots
collected and rebaled, or linters in a bale which is composed of linters
from two or more smaller bales or parts of bales.
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(o) Water-packed linters . Linters in a bale that has

been penetrated by water during the baling process, causing damage to

the fiber, or a bale that through exposure to the weather or by other
means, while apparently dry on the exterior, has been damaged by water
in the interior.

Sec. 28-1^4-6 Reviews

.

A review of any Form A or Form C determination
may be requested by the owner of the linters from which the sample was
drawn, or his agent, within 30 days after the issuance of the original
memorandum or certificate. Such request shall be filed with the secretary
of the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners at Washington, D. C, and shall
be accompanied by the original classification memorandum or certificate if

it is in the possession of the applicant. The application shall state the
reason for failure to submit such document. Form D determinations are
not subject to review.

(a) Form A and Form C Reviews. Redrawn samples will be
required except in cases where the original samples have remained in the
custody of the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners. When redrawn samples
are necessary, they shall be drawn and submitted in accordance with the
applicable provisions of sections 28.138, 28.1U0, 28.1U1, and 28.1^2.
A Form A memorandum or Form C certificate, as applicable, appropriately
marked to indicate that it represents a review determination shall be
issued to the applicant requesting the review. The review classification
memorandum shall supersede the original classification memorandum.

(b) Review of licensed classifier's certificate. In
case a review is desired of the classification of any linters represented
in a valid certificate issued by a licensed linters classifier, the
holder of such certificate shall surrender the same, together with
samples of the linters involved, to the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners
and receive in its stead a Form D memorandum signed by the chairman of
such board. Such Form D memorandum shall be appropriately marked to
show it represents a review of a licensed classifier's certificate. The
Form D memorandum issued in lieu of the licensed classifier's certificate
shall not be subject to further review. The provisions of this paragraph
do not prohibit the drawing of new samples and filing of a request with
the Board of Cotton Linters Examiners leading to a Form A or Form D
memorandum or a Form C certificate.

Sec. 28.1^7 Licensed classifiers. Subject to the applicable terms

and conditions of sections 28. 76-28. 96, any person may, upon presentation
of evidence of competency, be licensed to grade or classify linters, and
to certificate the grade or class thereof in accordance with the official
cotton linters standards of the United States.

(a) Class certificates; form; mailing to board. Each
class certificate issued by a licensed linters classifier under this
subpart shall be on a form furnished by the Department of Agriculture.
A copy of each certificate shall be mailed to the Board of Cotton Linters
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Examiners at Washington, D. C, within 3 days after issuance.

(b) Supervisory samples. Some samples from each lot or
mark of samples en which a licensed linters classifier issues a certifi-
cate under this subpart shall be sent to the Coard of Cotton Linters
Examiners for supervisory purposes. Such supervisory samples shall be
submitted to the board in accordance with instructions furnished licensees
by the Department of Agriculture from time to time.

Sec. 28.1U8 Fees and costs; classification; reviews; other . The
fee for the classification, comparison, or review of linters with respect
to grade, staple, and character, or any of these qualities, shall be at
the rate of 20 cents for each bale or sample involved. The provisions of
sections 28.118-28-135 relating to other fees and costs shall, so far as
applicable, apply to services performed with respect to linters.

Sec. 28.1^9 Fees and costs; supervision of sampling. For the super-
vision of sampling of bales of linters leading to a Form C certificate
pursuant to section 28.138(b), the person making the request for classifi-
cation shall pay, in addition to the classification fee prescribed in
section 28.1*4-8, the necessary traveling expenses and subsistence, or per
diem in lieu of subsistence, incurred on account of such request, in
accordance with the fiscal regulations of the Department of Agriculture,
by the Department employee supervising the sampling.

Sec. 28.150 Fee; licenses: renewals. The fee for the examination
of an applicant for a license to classify linters shall be $10. No
additional charge shall be made for the issuance of a license to an
applicant found to be properly qualified. The fee for each renewal of
such license shall be $5.

Sec. 28.151 Cost of practical forms; period effective. Practical
forms of the official cotton linters standards of the United States will
be furnished to any person subject to the applicable terms and conditions
specified in section 28.115, and upon prepayment of the costs thereof:
Provided, That no practical form of any of the official cotton linters
standards of the United States shall be considered as representing any
of said standards after the date of its cancellation in accordance with
this subpart , or, in any event, after the expiration of 12 months follow-
ing the date of its certification. The costs of the official standards
shall be at the rate of $5 each, f.o.b., Washington, D. C, for shipments
within the continental United States, and $6.50 each, delivered to
destination, for shipments outside the continental United States.

Sec. 28.152 Offical staple guides. An actual sample of linters
illustrating the staples as embraced in each of the grades 1 through 7
(sections 28.201-28.207) shall be made available, to the extent that
facilities permit, to purchasers of practical forms of the official
standards, at the rate of $1 each, f.o.b., Washington, D. C. for ship-
ments within the continental United States, and $1.50 each, delivered
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to destination, for shipments outside the continental United States.

Official Cotton Linters Standards of
The United States For Grade

Sec. 28.201 Grade 1. Grade 1 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,

Grade 1, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.202 Grade 2. Grade 2 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade 2, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.203 Grade 3. Grade 3 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade 3, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.20U Grade k. Grade h shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade k, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.205 Grade 5« Grade 5 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade 5, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.206 Grade 6. Grade 6 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade 6, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.207 Grade 7» Grade 7 shall be United States cotton linters
which in grade is within the range represented by a set of samples in
the custody of the United States Department of Agriculture in a container
marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the United States,
Grade J, effective July 1, 1956."

Sec. 28.208 Chemical Grade. United States cotton linters which in
grade are below Grade 7 shall be designated as ''Chemical Grade."
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Official Cotton Linters Standards of
The United States For Staple

Sec. 28.215 Staple 1. Staple 1 shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple 1, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.216 Staple 2. Staple 2 shall be United States cotton
linters which is staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple 2, effective July 1, 1957.

Sec. 28.217 Staple 3. Staple 3 shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple 3, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.218 Staple U. Staple h shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture jaarked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple k, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.219 Staple 5. Staple shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple 5, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.220 Staple 6 . Staple 6 shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agriculture marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the
United States, Staple 6, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.221 Staple 7 . Staple 7 shall be United States cotton
linters which in staple is within the range represented by a quantity
of cotton linters in the custody of the United States Department of
Agricultured marked "Original Official Cotton Linters Standard of the

United States, Staple 7, effective July 1, 1957."

Sec. 28.222 Below 7 Staple. Cotton linters which in staple is

below staple 7 will be designated as "Below 7" staple.






